
makes sense that the Foo Fighters’ drummer could pull
off his own band, too, right? Um, not so much. Hawkins’
attempt at stepping forward sounds like a bar band who
wants to be Rush, but only excels at turning the crowd to
drinking more. Except, it’s, like, worse than that—and
with annoyingly thin production for a project led by a
drummer. Don’t quit your day job, dude. JR GRIFFIN

Mystery Jets
Flotsam & Jetsam
679
The Britpop bloc is hot and these blokes

only toss more Molotovs into the hedges. After releasing
a plethora of singles on their native island, the Mystery
Jets compile their early greatest for this stateside EP.The
group includes a father and son and it seems the old man’s
shoved his decreasingly square prog/psych record collec-
tion down the collective throat of his twentysomething
bandmates. Here the MJs regurgitate the half-digested
mess while doing a spastic dance. DAN FRAZIER

Loose Fur
Born Again in the U.S.A.
Drag City
Part Wilco side project, part break-from-

all-the-“difficult”-shit—let’s-make-some-pop-songs
outlet, and part cheeky modern day alt-indie super-
group, Loose Fur good time boys Jim O’Rourke, Jeff

Tweedy, Glenn Kotche are back in the US of A, and we
don’t know how lucky we are, boy. Born Again is 10 no-
pressure easy rockers that feature both Tweedy and
Jimmy on the mic, each bringing his own brand of deep
and dope-y ditties to the table. There’s a reason these
guys’ other bands are the two most important
American acts since the E-Streeters. PAT MCGUIRE

Ms. John Soda
Notes and the Like
Morr Music
THE WAR! 

THE ECONOMY.
STUDENT LOANS.
BILLS.TAXES.
PARENTS THAT WANT GRANDCHILDREN—
NOW.
CONSERVATIVE JUDGES.
TIVO DIDN’T TAPE 24!!!
STRESS. ENDLESS FUCKING STRESS!!!
SO GIANT. SO POWERFUL.
INSURMOUNTABLE!
A BLACK HOLE OF WORRY.
All so easily defeated by nine songs.
Like Kraftwerk with estrogen, on xanax
So soothing…everything…okay...now....
DAVID ISKRA

Starlight Mints
Drowaton
Barsuk
So I was going to spin a tale wherein

glammy late-’70s era Bowie emerges from the past to
kidnap Björk from the arms of Matthew Barney and
start a traveling post-punk, operatic circus. But this
album’s too damn good to be reduced to that kind of
farce. Church bells, violins, pianos and synth collide
with edgy surrealist rock. Never cluttered, Drowaton is
as compelling as it is complex, and it’s one of the most
fun listens of the year. PATRICK JAMES

Eagles of Death Metal
Death By Sexy
DOWNTOWN RECORDS

Dear Boots Electric, Love Doc:
So there’s this cute little mamma in my Psych class

I’ve kinda had my eye on for a hot minute, and I need
your help, brother. Can you call her up and play some
of your boots-scootin’, honky-tonkin’, solid gold skuzz
jams to get this here Eaglet some serious skirt action?

Boogie on boogieman,
— “Smitten Kitten in Cleveland”

Dear “Kitten”:
“Well, well, well/You found the right love

doc/Boots Electric gonna tick her tock/Throw my new
record on the ol’ juke bock/And lil’ bitty baby gonna
be punchin’ yo’ clock/Boogie on down to the ol’ jook
shed/Sweatin’ it out like with more thunder than
Led/When it come to rockin’, you know what I
said/Sweetie, give me sexy, or give me dead.”

Purr on all my Sexy Kitties,
— Boots Electric, Love Doc

PAT MCGUIRE

Sparks
Hello Young Lovers
In the Red
Sparks have too much conviction in

their own completely personal style of music for it to
be tongue-in-cheek. Even so, I defy anyone with an
ego to blare this with the windows down. Every
musical synapse will scream “Hate this record!” but
there’s something impressive in hearing music that
doesn’t even register in the modern pop cannon.The
closest approximation: imagine 50 minutes of the
“gala moosh” vocal interlude in “Bohemian
Rhapsody.” Hello Young Lovers is like a profoundly

retarded carnival of pure imagination performed to
perfection. MICHAEL SUTER

Hard-Fi
Stars of CCTV
Atlantic
Mike Skinner fronting the Killers?

Almost.The Hard-Fi lads did come up in the same West
London hood as that bore from the Streets and tackle
the same “I’m broke and my woman’s bothering me”
problems, but they scrub it up in a “diska” sound (a
combo of disco, punk and dub, folks) so it goes down
nice and smooth. So smooth in fact, these guys should-
n’t have money problems for awhile.Woman problems?
That’s another story. JR GRIFFIN

Sondre Lerche &
the Faces Down Quartet
Duper Sessions
Astralwerks

If the current group of dashing crooners were the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (with Harry Connick Jr.
as earnest Leonardo, Michael Buble as logical
Donatello, and Jamie Cullen as party animal
Michelangelo), then Sondre Lerche could easily step in
as the wisecracking Raphael. Teamed with the Faces
Down Quartet on Duper Sessions, the 21-year-old
Norwegian and his combination of smooth slacker
voice and snarky lyrics call to mind Pavement—had
they been popular in 1952. Somebody get this man
some sai daggers on the double. TODD BERGER

Secret Machines
Ten Silver Drops
Warner Bros.
Texas-sized drums (bass bass high hat,

bass bass high hat; repeat), guitar bombast and monster
live shows helped the Machines blow all the other kids
away when they broke on the space rock scene, but for
Ten Silver Drops they’ve ditched some of the bang bang
in their rock and roll for mellower freeform prog jams
that creep up and envelope you like an ominous morn-
ing fog. Loneliness and paranoia have never sounded so
soothing. BRYAN CHENAULT 

Taylor Hawkins & the Coattail Riders
Taylor Hawkins & 
the Coattail Riders
Thrive

If Nirvana’s drummer can create the Foo Fighters, it only
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